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1. BASIC TENDENCIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT 

OF THE LABOUR MARKET 

As far as the development of the labour market is concemed, it can be roughly 
divided into the following three periods. The introductory period (by 1992) is 
charactcrised by a decrease in the number of employees (or in the number of labour 
positions) in the national economy that was reduced by 700 thousand people (mainly in 
the tield of industry and agriculture). The reductions in work places, that took place after 
the ycar of 1989, were compcnsated by the employment growth in service industry. 
Whilst in 19S9 less than 42 % employees were employed in the national economy, 
particularly in the service industry, transport industry including, the number increased to 
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50% in 1993. As for the unemployed, on nverage 160 thousand people were registercd 
in the sa me ycar, which represented an avernge unemployment rate cqual to 3 .l% .  

The economic activity of people in the post-productive age was lowered by more 
than 50%. 300 thousand workmen lefi either at norma! retirement age or took early 
retirement. Furthermore, the number of housewives raised. 

The ncxt period ( 1993 - 1997) is characterised (considering the unemployment 
rate fluctuating around 3.5%) by little attention that was devoted to the functioning of 
the labour market, which consequently resulted in a deci ine in efficiency of the tools of 
active employment policy as well as in gradual raise of unemployment. 

At present (i.e. sinec 1997) in conncction with a slowdown and a conscqucnt 
decreasc in GDP, the situation in the development of uncmploymcnt has startcd to 
change rather dramatically. In comparison with other countries, the Czech Republic does 
not belong any more among the �ountries with exceptionally low unemployment. 

However, a contemporary substantial accretion of unemployrnent cannot be 
considered as a consequence of restructuralization that is in progress or as a reflection of 
the economic cyclc (cyclical unemployment). In the sphere of employment in the 
so-called translonn<tlion periods, some typical processes within the Czech Republic are 
in progress. One uľ them is a change in the ratio of the total number of population to the 
number or the l"COilllllliCally active. 

What is characteristic is mainly a deci ine in the proportion of active population to 
the total population, which decreased from 52.1% in 1989 to 50.3% in 1998. The reason 
for such development is mainly a considerable decrease in the number of people who are 
in their productive age. In addition, some measures introduced by economic policy 
contributed to this situation. Among them, there were measures that disadvantage 
employing pensioners, such as for instance an increase of tax burden on working 
pensioners' incomes, especially after the tax reform in 1993. 

Yet, the level of this index is still slightly above the average in the so-called 
developed countries (nevertheless, for instance in the USA in 1994 this proportion was 
equal to 51.3%, and in Denmark it reached even 55.8%). However, what must be 
considered is the fact that in less developed countries is this variable below 40%. 
Besides that also characteristics of the development of employment viewed from the 
basie sectors of the national economy that are deti ned according to industries as well as 
according to the criterion of ownership brings interesting information .. 

From the point of view of industries, the share of the tertiary sector (service 
industry) dramatically increased. Its expansion was basically in progress at the same 
time as an adequate decline in employment in the primary sector (i.e. mining industry 
and agriculture). In the course of this period, we can observe stagnation of the share of 
the secondary sector, i.e. manufacturing and construction industries. This basie structural 
transformation of the economy (from the point of view of cmployment and the view of 
the share of particular industries on the product made) drew these charactcristics nearer 
to the level typical for the so-called mature market economy (average employment in the 
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primary sector in EU countries is around 5% , in the secondary sector it is approximately 
30%, and in the tertiary sector it makes about60%). 

As for the employce structure according to ownership, changes that are even more 
characteristic look place. The private sector became dominant. Al the same time. state 
and co-operative ownership, the forms of budget organisations, of contributory and 
non-pro lit organisations have become only supplementary. The share of employment in 
the state sector dccreascd to l /4 of the total cmployment. On the contrary, the share of 
employmcnt in the private sector increased lo variables higher than 30% . However, even 

. the so-called mixed sector basically consists of enterprises that are mainly of a private 
character. At this point, it is necessary to remind a fact, that the particular changes in the 
employee structure did not usually happen in the form of real deployment of labour 
among enterprises, but as a consequence of ownership (enterprises becoming private) 
changes happening in these establishments. An important index from the point of view 
of structural employment changes is the development of employment in small and larger 
enterprise. As for smaller economic subjects, the employment is raising. White in 1991 
the number of employees in small-scale enterprise was 121, 556, i. e. 2.4% out of total 
number of employees in the national economy, in 1998 it was already l ,879,400, which 
makes 38.5% out of the number of the employed. In addition, there came to a 
considcrablc dccrease in employment in largcr economic subjects. As ľor the social 
structurc of cmployment, it is equally important. 

The largest proportion belongs and will belong to wage labourers including 
mcmbers oľ co-operativcs and tradesmen. Employing foreigners is a very spee ilie and at 
the samc time, a very delicate issue. In the course of the passed period, a number of 
ľorcigncrs cmployed were gradually incrcasing, reaching its peak in 1996 (according to 
oflicial numbcrs) . During recent years an innux of foreign labourers into the Czech 
Republic has markedly strengthen up. In 1997, more than 130,000 foreigners were 
legal ly cmploycd in the Czech Republic. Out of this number 61, 044 labourcrs haJ work 
perm its issucd by Labour Orlice. 

Apart from this roughly the same number of citizcns of the Slovak Republic, who 
do not need a work pennit, were employed. Expert estimates (for example Research 
Institute for Labour and Social Affairs) suggest that roughly the same number of 
foreigners work in the Czech Republic illegally. In general, it can be claimcd that there 
are approximately 250-300 thousand loreigners in the labour market. This nun1ber 
represents 5-6% of the total employment, and thus cannol be disregarded. The most 
chnracteristic feature of a qualitatively new form of the labour market is, undoubtedly, 
u nem ploymcn t. 

Unemployment means that economic sources (living labour), that the society has at 
its disposal, are not utilised and, hence, lead towards a loss in the form of not turned out 
production. According to some views this negative effect can be eliminated or even 
overweighed by a positive incentive impact in relation towards productivity of labour 
either on an individual level or it can bc vicwed as possibility to adapt flexibly 
organisation of labour. Social impacts of unemployment are generally seen as negative 
and are connectcd especially with Iong-term lonns of unemployment. In this eonnection, 
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a term hysteresis in the market is used, through which we identify a situation, when 
Iong-term unemployment lead s to an irreversible exclusion of whole grou ps and strata of 
population ti·om the labour market as well as from active life. Now, l will try to sum up 
basie data characterising the development of unemployment in our country. 

As for Iong-term unemployment (i.e. longer than 12 months), its volume raises 
continuously but moderately. In 1994, the proportion of the Iong-term unemployed to 
the total was 20.2% . In 1997, it even fell down to 19.6% despite an incrcase in the 
number of the Iong-term unemployed from 37,600 to 52,900 people. In addition, in 1998 
the proportion of the Iong-term unemployed relatively came up to 22.4%, and what is 
more, the average length of registered unemployment is continuously extend ing (to 30th 
June 1998 it was 294 days). 

The proportion of unemployed women on the total unemployment has been 
increasing. In 1997, women represented 56. 5% out of the total unemployment. As a 
consequence, a proportion of economically active women has been decreasing - in the 
year stated, it made 47.5%. 

Recent development is typical of relatively rapid growth of the uncmployed that 
finished their studies at apprentice and secondary schools, which is a consequence of a 
non-conceptual attitude towards the development of the educational system. Another 
specific unemployment rate, that is often used, is measuring of unemployment according 
to age groups. According to statistical data, the leveJ of unemployment was raising 
continuously (in the years 1996-1998) in all the categories as for the mutual relation, 
higher unemployment rate is in younger age groups. The highest share of the total 
uneniployment in 1998 was that of the age group from 20 - 29 years (to 30th Ju ne 1998 
it was 34. 7%). Disadvantaged citizens represent another endangered category, in which 
an absolute unemployment growth in the period 1997 -1998 increased by 7 thousand 
people. A very characteristic feature of the development of the labour market in the 
Czech Republic is a markcd regional differentiation. The most recent data claim that 
the districts with the highest uncmployment rate at the end of 1998 were as follows: 
Most (15. 6%), Louny (15.5%), Chomutov (14, 8%) and Karviná (13.8%). On the 
contrary, districts with the lowest unemployment rate are mainly agglomerations of some 
big cities (such as Prague, Brno, Pilsen), some areas in which successful development 
projects were carr i ed out (Mlad á Boleslav), and some other area s that have not been 
considerably affected so far by a decline in economic activities (for example Southern 
Bohemia). 

As major reasons that have its impact on the deepening of the regional 
unemployment are usually reasons such as restructuralization and modernisation of 
production, a decrease in infrastructure (a decline in transport services) and in 
infi·astructure investments in general) in some especially peripheral regions (peripheral 
from the point of view of location), that lead s to the global deci ine in economic activity. 
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2. PROGNOSES CONCERNING THE DEVELOPMENT 

OF THE LABOUR MARKET 

To forccast the development of the labour market is similar to forecasting other 
economic and social variahks- it is a very complex issue that is connected with a high 
precariousness rate. The rt:ason for this unreliability is a fact, that this area is influenced 
by a great number of factors and processes, whose development and consequences of 
their mutual combinations is very difficult to interpret even shortly before. The situation 
in the market will be, undoubtedly, influenced by a demographic development. 

According to the situation in the labour market, it is the tcndency towards the 
weakening oľ the market supply from the quantitative and qualitative point of view that 
can be interpreted on the grounds of the presupposed trends mentioned. Nevertheless, 
just on the contrary, the prOl,!.llOsis forccast a continuous state, in which off demand will 
outstrip supply on the labour market. 

A deci ine in the proportion of productive population is expected as a consequence 
of the worsening of the age structure in population. What is expected is the pressure on 
shifting the retirement age limit (the pressure on the change of revenue system 
including) on the one hand, and its confrontation with a lower demand of labour 
positions and higher unemployment particularly in the group of productive population 
on the other. 

In a shortcr-term horizon (i.e. in several forthcoming years) the opinions 
concerning the development, of unemployment are generally unanimous. Estimates 
suggest an increase of unemployment to l 0% that is generated mainly by a tendency 
towards the sav ing of the labour force (A. Bál ek, 1998). 

Basically, a shared kind of expectation for all industries is further growth of the 
employment lcvel, however, its structure differs according to the character of a 
particular branch of industry, such as for example the proportion between blue-collar 
and white-collar professions. 

3. UTILISATION OF EMPLOYMENT POLICY TOOLS 

Crucial tasks of the state employment policy (institutionally provided by labour 
officcs) can bc summed up into the following points: 

• to provide a proper records of employment and unemployment 

• to provide information and advisory services to entrants to the labour market, 
espccially to job applicants 

• to provide social welfare to the unemployed 
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• to monitor and organise activities aiming at creating new labour positions 

• lo cncouragc cooperation with social partners in the labour nmrkcl 

The aim of the so-called passive employment policy is mainly to provide job 
applicants with social benefits in order to help them to create presuppositions for finding 
a new job. More specifically, it is providing of social benefits what is in question. 

Let us rem ind basie tendencies in limiting social security benefits during the time of 
unemploymcnt. Firstly, the length of payment was reduced from 12 lo 6 months (in 
1992). 

Sccondly, tl1c rclativc standard of these benelits was gradual ly lowcred lo today's 
50% of the average mon th net wage pa id during the first 3 job less mon ths, to 40% in the 
following 3 months and to 60% during a re-training. The last adjustment was issued in 
1997, and this step led to the deci ine of the absolute value of social benefits pa id - from 
2530 CZK in the first half of 1997, to 2356 CZK in the first half of 1998. Consequently, 
this led to its further fail in relation towards the average wage. 

An integra! part of the employmcnl policy is the so-callcd active employmcnt 

policy ľollowcd as a standard conccpt uscd in dcveloped countries. The a im of activities 
of this type is to extend an absorbent capacity of the labour market and to raise 
adaptability of labour force. The conerete mechanisms, that are legislatively specified 
and used in our country, are for example creating socially useful labour positions, 
implcmenling public utility works, organising introductory practical !mining for 
graduates and juveniles. Furlhcrmorc, establishing prolected workshops for disabled 
citizens and subsidies to reduced working hours belongs here, too. 

In addition, the data that characterise relation between costs of active and passivc 
employment policy can also contain intcresting information. The data slatcd above give 
clear information about a conlinuous fail of costs ratio of active forms of employmcnt 
policy. Yet, they show a particular change in the trend in the course of last year. Costs 
ratio of the employment policy was continually falling down; during the period from 
1992 (when the number was 54.8%) it decreased to 13.9% in 1997. The real cost value 
in 1997, in comparison with the year of 1992, decreased by 81 ,3%. 

As far as effectivity of the ruling type of employment policy is concerned, then, the 
views of it can be opposing. Official Government sources (Czech Ministry of Labour 
and Social Matters - for instance in the National Employmcnt Plan), regard the present 
effects of the employment policy as positive. The preceding period (up lo 1997) in the 
labour market is characterised as a period of relative stability and low unemployment.. 
The official sources enumerate some factors that led to this development. They are as 
follows: 

• relatively rapid growth of economy 

• absorbent ability of the tertiary sector 

• reductions in the number of pensioncrs cmployed 

• low share of the labour forces released from agriculture 

• intensive implementing of the active employment policy 
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Some other materials add further potential reasons for this development, such as for 
example relatively low wage-drift, their globally low standard, that did not become a 
stimulus to substituting technologies for work and also an insufficient leveJ of 
restructuralization of economy. 

4. THE NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT PLAN OF THE GOVERNMENT 

OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

What are the most important reasons for the development of this plan is solving 
crucial problems that occur in the labour market as well as preparation of the Czech 
Republic for the entry into EU. The following issues belong to the main pillars of the 
National Plan: firstly, government's encouraging employability, secondly, promoting 
enterprise and the ability of businesses and employees to be flexible to changes and 
third ly, encouraging equal labour market opportunities. 

The National Employrnent Plan puts cmphasis on the following issues: 

• cncouraging crcation of new labour positions 

• higher motivation to work 

• to bring about a reconciliation of the preparation of labour force with labour market 
need s 

• an increa
_
se in effectivity of activating measures 

• to provide necessary organisational, professional, and financial services in the labour 
market. 

Currently, the means that the Czech Republic expends on the employment policy 
makes 0.3%) of gross domestic product on average, whilst in the EU countries it is 3% 

on average, which is tenfold more. 

5. PATTERNS FROM ABROAD FOR COPING 

WITH UNEMPLOYMENT 

All the EU countries and many countries that are in the process of transformation 
are outlining and implementing innovations that should help to solve this problem. 
They can be divided into two basie groups: innovations of macrocconomic policy as 

a part of cmploymcnt policy, and innovations of the policy that have a narrower 

focus on the labour market alone. 
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Examples from the first group: 

In Poland, for instance, labour market policy was up to 1994 considered by the then 
neoliberal government to be the only way to promote employment. However, after the 
change of government, there came to a significant change. From that very moment 
macroeconomic policy started to be regarded as one of the tools for creation of labour 
positions. For instance, the firms that re-invest their profits are exempt from payment 
half of the tax burden. As a consequence, a considerable increase in investment 
occurred. At the same time, establishing and developing small and medium-size 
businesses was promo ted (with the help of various reliefs and other stimulus). 

A very specific approach was developed by Italy. Since 1986 the programme called 
"Promoting Enterprise of the Young" has been developing. Not only do the young 
Italians be low the age of 36 have financial subsidies at their disposal but they can also 
make use of advisory services as well as they can go through a systematic preparation 
for their new work. Since 1996, this programme has been supplemented with an extra 
subsidy for the unemployed that decided to become businessmen. This programme is 
entitled "Honorary Subsidy" and it combines non-repayable and repayable subsidies 
with an offer of preliminary preparation of people interested in solving their situation in 
such a way. 

Examples from the other group: 

In France, the problems concerning the shortening of working hours and 
"loosening" the barriers between work, studies, and personal life were approached in a 
specific way. French Parliament adopted a decision concerning a gradual shortening of 
working hours from 39 to 35 per week. This means that from January 2000 the !atest, the 
enterprises with more than l O employees will have to introduce short working hours. 
The main reason for this decision, which was also backed by trade unions, was 
unemployment of 12.5%. 

What is more, French Government accepted a project aiming at creating 700,000 
new job opportunities for young people aged from 18 to 26 (in specified cases even up 
to 30 years) in the course of next five years. A half of the job opportunities plan ned is to 
be created in the public sector, the other half in the private sector. The state will bear the 
majority of the expenses on the realisation of this plan, a community and entrepreneurs 
will share the rest. 

A trend towards decentralisation and pluralization of the institution of employment 
services is noticeable in the world. These institutions, often functioning on the tripartite 
principie, become a place of a fruitful cooperation among representatives of the public, 
private, and civil sector in a given locality. The Netherlands has probably gone the 
furthest in this direction. Nevertheless, what is interesting is the fact that in 1997 after 
the years of seeking and reforrns, a similar structure was chosen also by Slovakia. Its 
public National Labour Office organises employment services based on the tripartite 
principie and supports them by means of obligatory unemployment insurance, separated 
from the state budget (Homola-Kotrusová 1998). 
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Res ume 

Vývoj trhu práce v České republice v období ekonomické transformace 

Vývoj trhu práce v ČR po roce 1989 je charaktcrizován zejména snížením počtu pra
covníku v prumyslu a v zemčdčlství, rustem zamčstnanosti ve službách, poklesem eko
nomické aktivity osob v poproduktivním včku a zvýšením počtu žen v domácnosti. V 
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další fnzi dochází k poklesu účinnosti nástrojit aktívni politiky zamčstnanosti a k zne
pokojivému ritstu nczamčstnanosti. Vedie toho také zcsílil príliv zahraničních pra
covník[! do ČR. V roce 1997 jich bylo legáln<! zamt!stnáno vice než 130 tisíc, odhady 
nelcgálních zahraničních prawvníkú se pohybuj i mezi 250- 300 tisíci. 
Dlouhodobá nezamčstnanost /trvaj ící déle než 12 rnčsícil) v zrú stá a v roce 199R preds
tavovala 22,4% z celkového počtu všech nczamčstnaných. Trvale roste podíl nc
zamčstnaných žen (v roce 1997 56,5% ) a naopak klesá jej ich ekonomická aktivita 
( 4 7,5%). l'omčrnč rych le roste nezamčstnanost v katcgoriích vyučen)'ch a strc
doškolákiL Pfi slcdování podle včku nejvyšší podíl na celkové nezamestnanosti v roce 
l ')<JX vykazovala kategoríe 20 - 29 let (v roce 199X 34, 7%). Nezamčstnanost má také 

v)'raznc reg ionálni difcrcnciace. Na konci roku l ')<JR hy ly jako okresy s nej vyšší mi ron 
n.:zamčstnaností vykazov;iny Most ( 15,6'Vo), l ,ouny ( 15,5%), Chomutov l <I,X'X.) a Kar
víná ( 13,X%). Naopak ohlastmí s nízkou mírou nczamčstnanosti jsou pfedcv�ím 
aglomcracc nčkterých velkých mčst (Praha, Brno, l'lzer1), okres Mladá Boleslav a ji
hočcsk)' region. K hlavním príčinám patrí dilsledky restrukturalizacc a modcrnízacc 
výrob, iltlum v rozvoji inlhtstruktury apod. l'rognózovat vývoj trhu pr<\ce je ohtížné 
vzhledem k pirsobení vclkého množství faktorir. Situacc na trhu práce bude nepo
chybné ovlivnčna demografickýmm vývojem. Včtšina prognóz však trvale konstatuje 
prohlubujíeí se previs poptávky na pracovním trhu. Pľedpokládá se pokles podílu pro
dnktivního ohyvatelstva a současnč takí ní;".ší nahidka pracovních míst. Není vyloučc
no, že nárt"rst nezarnčstnannsti dosáhne úrovnč l O'Yo a to mimo jim� také v irsledku 
tendencí k (rspofe pracovních sil. V pasívni poli líce zamčstnanosti je pfedevším posky
továno hmotné zabezpečení uchazečirm o zamčstnání. V aktívni politicc zamčstnanosti 
jdc o rozšíi'ení ahsorpčn í schopnosti trhu práce a zvýšení adaptability pracovních sil. 

Lctos svhválený Národní plán zamčstnanosti vlády ČR má hlavní pílífe v podpore 
zamčstnatelnosti, podpore podníkání, podpore schopností podniku a zamčstnancir 
pfízpirsobit se zmčnám a v podpore rovných príležitostí na trhu práce. Zkušcnosti ze 
zahraničí ukazují, ;te inovace na podporui fcšcní nezamčstnanosti lzc zafadít do dvou 
základních skupín: ínovace hospodáľské politiky jako součástí politiky zamčstnanosti a 
inovac..: politiky zamči't:né úžcji na samotný trh práce. 
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